Lifestyle Partner Approval Rating
All of our partners receive a 100% Lifestyle Partner Approval Rating. It is our duty and commitment to always work
with partners that have been fully vetted and approved by us. We carry out an annual Partner Review which
involves, spot checks, 3rd party web reviews, venue inspections, and product and customer feedback analysis.
This means you will only be working with the very best that Catalunya has to offer when you visit the city.
What does the Lifestyle Partner Approval Rating mean?
It means that you can enjoy this experience in the knowledge that we have used our vast experience and
knowledge to ensure that the activity represents the very highest standards. Many of our partners do not
advertise and hence cannot be found in guide books or online forums. This is where you can rely on us. We
don’t always look for the biggest commercial partners our specialty is looking for local expressions of Catalunya
that can give you an authentic, enjoyable experience. We evaluate each partner against our stringent criteria
before engaging their services.
We try them all
We have over 300 activities in and around the city for you to enjoy and we aim to try every single one.. it
wouldn’t be fair to recommend something we have not tried ourselves would it? You can read about some of the
activities we have tried on our blogs or follow us on facebook to see how we continue to develop and try new
products for you.
What you don’t see
A website and a telephone conversation can tell you a lot about a company or service but it is still no guarantee
of success, we have been working with many of our partners since 2003 and we know that we share the same
values and attitudes to service and professionalism. Sometimes things can go wrong and there is nothing like
working with a partner that is committed to client satisfaction and going the extra mile. All of our partners have a
proven track record with us and we are happy to continue working with them.
New Partners
Barcelona is a city of opportunities and innovation the unique blend of local talent combined with the influence
of international residents gives rise to new ideas, products, venues services and modes of transport. We are
continually searching for new experiences to keep ahead of the new developments and only bring you the best
and most reliable services for your pleasure and peace of mind.
Customer Feedback
Immediately after your activity, we send you a form requesting an evaluation of your experience with us; this
information is invaluable and helps us maintain our creative edge with a pure customer focus.
Peace of Mind
Booking with Lifestyle gives you peace of mind and so that you can enjoy your stay in Barcelona, learn about the
history and culture and enjoy our rich traditions, we work hard so that you don’t have to.

